Self-Organization of Dragon Kings
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Outliers involving mechanisms absent in smaller events, known as Dragon Kings, are seen in many complex systems. An open problem, however, is whether models can self-organize to states that create Dragon Kings, or whether they only exist for certain externally fine-tuned parameter choices. In this Letter, we develop two related models where nodes in a network self-organize to be either “weak” or “strong” to failure when neighboring nodes fail. In one model, strong nodes are assumed to never fail, and the model displays self-organized criticality. However, in the other model, nodes are resistant, but not impervious, to the failure of multiple neighbors, and the model self-organizes to a state with Dragon Kings, which are highly sensitive to initial failures: a failure in a small portion of the network lead to global failures. We call this Dragon King mechanism a “runaway failure”, in which the failure of subsystems piggyback off the failure of previous systems until almost all nodes fail. This model is in contrast with previous models where Dragon Kings occur in a subspace of parameters. We then demonstrate a simple control strategy that can decrease the frequency of Dragon Kings by orders of magnitude, which has been difficult to achieve for high-dimensional complex systems. Our models may give insight into self-organizing mechanisms underlying large-scale failures in natural and engineered systems.
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Natural and engineered systems that usually behave in a manageable manner may nonetheless be prone to rare, catastrophic events [1,11]. Two categories have been proposed for these events: Black Swans, which are tail events in a power-law distribution, and Dragon Kings (DKs), which are outliers involving mechanisms absent in smaller events, and occur far more frequently than the power-law of a Black Swan would predict [1,2]. The heavy-tailed distribution necessary for Black Swans to exist is often explained by self-organized criticality (SOC): a tug-of-war that poises the system close to a critical point without any need for external interventions [3,8]. Although prediction of Black Swans can sometimes beat random chance [12], the task appears to be inherently difficult [13]. Despite this drawback, there are simple methods to push SOC systems away from criticality, thus reducing the size of Black Swans [8,14,15].

It has been argued that DKs occur in complex systems that have low heterogeneity and strong coupling (as defined in [16]) and that, in contrast, Black Swans occur in systems with weaker coupling and higher heterogeneity. Whereas Black Swans have no associated length- and time-scales, DK events do: there are typical places and times when DKs will and will not occur. This has been successfully applied to, for example, prediction of material failure and crashes of stock markets [1], and has been seen in engineered systems, such as error cascades in a collection of robots [17]. Unlike Black Swans, however, it has been an open problem to control DKs in many situations and to elucidate the mechanisms underlying these self-amplifying cascades [2]. Recent advances to control DKs have been based on low-dimensional models, such as coupled oscillators [18], but control of DKs in models of high-dimensional complex systems has been lacking.

In this Letter, we strive to capture the essence of Black Swan and DK formation on complex systems through two related self-organizing network models. Both consist of nodes that are either “weak” or “strong” in the face of neighboring failures. These models are identical in most aspects: a weak node fails as soon as $\epsilon$ of its neighbors fails, a failed weak node has small probability, $\epsilon$, to be reinforced and upgraded to a strong node, and strong nodes independently degrade (i.e., become weak) at a slow rate. The two models differ, however, in the strong-node failure-spreading mechanisms: either strong nodes cannot fail, which we call inoculation (IN) [19], or they fail as soon as two of their neighbors fail, which we call complex contagion failure (CC) [20]. The former model is alike to site percolation, and is the null model we compare the CC model to.

We are interested in the long-term behavior: each cascade causes small changes in the number of weak and strong nodes, which induces the slow self-organization of the network. As the reinforcement probability, $\epsilon$, approaches zero, both models self-organize to specific (but distinct) states. While the IN model is similar in spirit...
to some previous self-organized critical models of engineered systems [7, 8], the CC model spontaneously generates DKs (failures of nearly the entire system) over all values of $\epsilon < 1$, a prediction that we have confirmed for $\epsilon$ over several orders of magnitude. These DKs are fundamentally different than previous models of self-organized systems, where the models were externally tuned to create DKs [1], and those DKs did not affect the entire system. The main reason for this significant difference is that DK failures in the CC model tend to occur when the first cluster of weak nodes to fail is sufficiently larger than a certain value. This is related to the probability that a strong node that bridges weak-node clusters will have two neighbors in the initial failing cluster, a generalization of the birthday problem [21]. Once this probability is significant, then failures are likely to spread from the first weak-node cluster to subsequent weak-node clusters. More strong nodes are then likely to fail by piggybacking off of the previous failures. We can make an qualitative analogy to the gas-water phase transition in condensed matter, where water droplets (the failure size) have a surface tension (analogous to the strong nodes) which makes larger droplets energetically dis-favorable, while the inside of the water droplet (analogous to the the cluster of failed nodes) makes larger droplets (larger failures) energetically favorable. In both our model and in droplet nucleation, there is a critical size, above which the droplet or failed cluster grows almost without bound [22].

We take advantage of this finding to predict whether a small initial failure will cascade into a DK event. Moreover, a simple targeted-reinforcement control strategy, in which we turn a few fairly well-chosen weak-nodes into strong nodes, can decrease the likelihood of DKs and other large failures by orders of magnitude.

**Self-organizing models.** The dynamics of our models depend on two competing mechanisms: degradation and reinforcement. Degradation, which represents the aging of infrastructure or an increase of load placed on them, is modeled by slowly converting strong nodes into weak ones. Conversely, reinforcement converts weak nodes that fail during a cascading event into strong nodes at rate $\epsilon$, representing the hardening of nodes in an attempt to prevent future failures. This is a reasonable assumption mimicking modern-day power grid guidelines [23], where resources are allocated to places were failures happen more often. The trade-off between degradation and reinforcement drives the system to an SOC state.

For simplicity, we consider dynamics on a 3-regular random networks with $N$ nodes, where $N$ is an even positive integer. Repeated edges and self-loops are allowed, but are rare when $N$ is large. The system size and the probability $\epsilon$ are the model’s only parameters. We are particularly interested in large $N$ and small $\epsilon$, but due to motivation from real-world systems, we are also interested in finite-size effects as well as the consequences of a non-zero $\epsilon$.

Both the CC and IN models follow the same general algorithm. At time $t = 0$, we initialize all $N$ nodes as weak. Weak nodes fail if at least one of their neighbors fail which can cause subsequent failures. The distinction is that under the CC model, strong nodes fail if at least two of their neighbors fail, whereas in the IN model, strong nodes cannot fail. In detail, each discrete time step $0 \leq t \leq t_{\text{stop}}$ proceeds according to the following algorithm.

**Degradation:** Select a node uniformly at random. If that node is strong, make it weak and proceed to the beginning of the Degradation step with $t \leftarrow t + 1$. If the selected node is already weak, then it fails, and continue with the remaining three steps.

**Cascade:** Apply the IN or CC failure-spreading mechanism until no more failures occur. Failed nodes remain failed for the duration of the cascade.

**Repair:** All failed nodes are un-failed (strong failed nodes become strong un-failed nodes, and weak failed nodes become weak un-failed nodes).

**Reinforcement:** Each weak node that failed at this time step has probability $\epsilon$ to become strong. Proceed back to the Degradation step with $t \leftarrow t + 1$.

Many other choices for initial conditions are possible, but our investigations show that the steady state behavior is independent of these choices (see SI). Because we
currently initialize all nodes as weak, the sizes of the first few cascades are on the order of the system size, and numerous node upgrades take place before the system equilibrates. An important indicator that we have reached the relaxation time is the proportion of nodes that are weak at time \( t \), \( p(t) \), which is shown in the top row of Fig. 1. We wait until well after \( p(t) \) stabilizes (\( 5 \times N \) timesteps) and then calculate failure sizes for a subsequent \( 15N \) timesteps. Although we cannot prove that the model has reached equilibrium, waiting longer, and varying the initial conditions (see SI) produces quantitatively similar results. For the IN model, we find that \( p(t) \) is almost independent of \( \epsilon \) as \( \epsilon \) approaches zero, but in the CC model, the steady-state value of \( p(t) \) depends on \( \epsilon \).

**Failure size distribution.** The results for the failure size distribution, \( P(s) \), are illustrated in the bottom row of Fig. 1 which demonstrates each model’s propensity to create large failure events. The probability of large failures generally increases with decreasing \( \epsilon \) for both the IN and CC models because, if less nodes are reinforced, cascades can more easily spread and affect larger portions of a network. For small enough \( \epsilon \), we find that the cascade size distributions for the IN and CC models exhibit a power-law with exponential decay, however the CC model also has a DK tail, where over 99.9% of nodes fail in each DK event (cf. Fig. 1(d)). Furthermore, they appear to have two different power-law exponents: \( \alpha = -1.11 \) for the IN model and \( \alpha = -1.24 \) for the CC model when \( \epsilon = 3.2 \times 10^{-4} \) and \( N = 10^6 \) (in comparison, traditional SOC models yield \( \alpha = -1.5 \) [24, 25]).

**Dragon King Mechanism.** Why do DKs occur in the CC model? To establish a theoretical understanding of DKs, we first note that a failure in any part of a weak-node cluster makes the entire cluster fail. A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a DK to occur is that strong nodes bridging the first failed weak-node cluster must also fail (cf. Fig. 2(a)), which we call it a one-step failure cascade. In the simplest case, only one strong node bridges two weak-node clusters. We first analyze the probability that the failure of a weak-node cluster, with size \( C_{w,1} \), will lead to the failure of at least one bridging strong node, denoted by \( S_1 \), and find that \( S_1 \) nodes can accurately model the probability of multiple weak-node clusters failing (see SI).

The one-step failure cascade is, however, a poor approximation of a DK event (cf. Fig. 2(b)), where cascades leads to yet more cascades (i.e., failed weak-node clusters lead to subsequent cluster failures until almost all nodes fail). To better understand DKs, we need to know whether the first failed weak-node clusters will lead to further failures, e.g., a two-step cascade, as seen in \( S_2 \) in Fig. 2(a). To obtain this probability, we first prove that the number of weak-node clusters that fail just after the first weak-node cluster fails is Poisson distributed. Furthermore, if we assume that the clusters are indepen-
reduction of a small amount creates an unexpectedly large percentage reduction of $P(DK)$ as well as large percentage reduction in failures that are not DKs (cf. Fig. 1). Surprisingly, DKs exist for any value of $\epsilon$. The high accuracy is due to the characteristic size of the initial failure that triggers a DK, $C_{\text{crit,DK}}$ (see SI for figure). This is reminiscent of previous results on controlling DKs in a system of oscillators where a trajectory straying past a particular threshold is very likely to create a DK [13] [27]. For each node, finding $C_{w,1}$ requires searching locally in the network until we find neighboring strong nodes, and because $C_{w,1} \ll N$, the effort this would require is small, therefore, given an initial failure, we can accurately predict whether a DK would occur with relatively little effort. Similarly, to “tame” DKs, we can use a simple control mechanism that requires knowing the size of just a few weak-node clusters, as seen in the next section.

Controlling Dragon Kings. Because large weak-node cluster failures precede DKs, we can reasonably ask whether breaking up these clusters before they fail can reduce the prevalence of DKs. Assuming that the rate of node upgrades is proportional to the amount of “money” or effort allocated for repairing nodes, we create control strategies where this rate is kept the same on average as the non-controlled case, meaning $p(t)$ remains approximately constant. Instead of randomly reinforcing failed weak nodes, we upgrade weak nodes in large clusters by picking $r$ weak nodes and finding the size of the weak-node clusters to which they belong. The largest of these weak-node clusters is selected and with probability $1 - p(t)$, a random node in that cluster is reinforced. We find that, when $r = 1$, more DKs occur than without control therefore some attempts to reduce the size of failures could actually make the failures worse. However, larger $r$ represents a better sampling of the cluster sizes, and a greater chance for large clusters to be broken apart, which reduces the probability of DKs by orders of magnitude (cf. Fig. 4(a)), as well as large failures that are not DKs (cf. Fig. 4(b)). Furthermore, the number of nodes we have to search through is only $r \times \langle C_{w,1} \rangle \ll N$ on average, which makes this technique applicable in systems where global knowledge of the network is lacking.

Discussion. We have shown that DKs can self-organize in the CC model via runaway failure cascades. Moreover, this mechanism allows for DKs to be easily predicted and controlled. We believe that this model can describe a number of mechanisms, discussed below.

The CC model allows for individuals with simple contagion dynamics (weak nodes) [28], and complex contagion dynamics (strong nodes) [29], to co-exist on a network and assumes that agents become “complex” at a rate $\epsilon$ after they have adopted an idea (failed), which can be interpreted as agents exhibiting greater stubbornness to new ideas. The CC model suggests that agents can...
non-controlled with $\epsilon$ sizes. See main text for details of the control method. (b) Failure size distributions for different control strategies and non-controlled with $\epsilon = 3.2 \times 10^{-4}$.

self-organize to a state in which global adoption (DKs) occurs surprisingly often. This could explain, for example, the mechanism of large financial drawdowns in stock markets, which are found to be DKs [1], where social interactions, seen in stock market participation [30] and foreign exchange trading [31], can convince brokers to buy or sell as a group. Some brokers will buy (sell) stock when any neighbor does, while other agents buy (sell) stock only after multiple neighbors do. Our model may also represent mechanisms for cascading failures seen, for example, in electrical power grids [32] [33], where reinforcement of failed units (represented as nodes in our model) is a common practice [24]. Nodes, representing a part of a complex system, can degrade and be reinforced at slow rates to represent upgrade costs that are high and often limited to the point of making the system barely stable [7] [8]. Surprisingly, however, we find that reinforcing a system slightly more often, or selectively reinforcing nodes (the control strategy with $r > 3$), creates a significant percentage drop in the frequency of DKs. In contrast, naively reinforcing nodes at random (the control strategy with $r = 1$) dramatically increase the frequency of DKs.

The IN and CC models provide novel mechanisms for cascading failures. The IN model can help explain why a failure size distribution in a complex system follows a power-law, which is seen, for example, in electrical blackouts [4] [33], while the CC model can help explain why DKs exist in the failure size distribution of real systems. Although a fundamental assumption of the IN model is that strong nodes never fail, it is reasonable to expect that reinforced nodes in real systems can fail, therefore the CC model may describe the mechanism behind many cascading failures.

Future work is necessary to verify that certain real systems have analogous failure mechanisms, and to better understand the mechanism of DKs. The research presented here, however, provides a concrete methodology to begin studying how DKs are driven by the interplay of heterogeneity (for example proportion of strong nodes) and coupling (e.g., node degree) in a principled manner, which is still in its infancy [1]. We have also not explored the effect that the mean degree, the degree distribution, or the failure threshold has on CC dynamics. Generalizing the CC model to these networks also creates additional degrees of freedom, for example the failure dynamics could depend on the minimum number of neighboring agents [20], or minimum fraction of neighboring agents [35], that need to fail for the failure to spread to a strong node. This distinction becomes important for heavy-tailed degree distributions.
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